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In a fundamental paper [ 121, Stallings tudied the relationship between the 
homological behavior of a group homomorphism and its group theoretic qualities. 
This paper continues his investigation. In Section 1 we obtain a converse to the in- 
tegral version of his main theorem and in Section 3 a converse to the mod 11 version 
(p prime). The cohomological approach of Section 3 also clarifies the relationship 
between Stallings’ work and the Massey product structure of low dimensional group 
cohomology. Section 2 is transitional: it mtroduces the notion of ;lighcr order 
Massey product and studies this notion in the integral case. Section 4 spplies the 
ideas of Sectian 2 in order to sketch the proofs of a few curious theorems, some of 
them folklore results, and to formulate a technical conjecture. 
The difference in viewpoint between Section 1 and Section 3 is explained by the 
absence of an integral version of (3.3). Unfortunately, the most natural analog of 
this lemma would imply the notorious dimension subgroup conjecture [ 10 1.1 low- 
ever, a rational version of (3.3) is true [4], and in fact the approaches of Section 1 
and Section 3 are exactly dual to one another in the rational case. This is left for the 
reader to work out. 
Theorems 1.2 and 3.2 are included to show that the homological filtrations of 
Section 1 and Section 3 have independent interest. Theorem 1.2 is similar to some 
results of Stammbach [ 131. Also, parts of Section 3 are at least philosr~phically rc- 
lated to unpublished work of Morgan and Sullivan, in which they investigate the 
relationship between the fundamental group of a manifold and Massey products in 
the deRham complex. 
If n is a group, H,(n) and H*(n) denote the ordinary group homology and group 
cohomology of n. Unless otherwise specified, all homology and cohomology is 
taken with untwisted integer coefficients. The first three sections are purely alge- 
braic, although some topology appears in Section 4. 
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If A and B are two subgroups of a group n, [A, B] denotes the subgroup of 71 
generated by all commutators a-l b-l ab, a EA, b E B. Recall that the k~wcr ceiz- 
traZ series ubgroups r&r) are the functorial normal subgroups of the group n de- 
fined inductively by the formulas: 
1. The integral case 
r,(n) =7r 
I-k+ lb) = IT ~j$Ql9 k>,l. 
The group n is said to be nilpotent of ck~ss < k if rk+ 1(n) = {l}. 
For any group n and integer k >, 2, $(n) will denote the kernel of the natural 
map H,(n) -+ H&r&_ I (n)). The aim of this section is to show that the subgroups 
$(n) of H2(“)are closely related to the lower central series quotients of n itself. 
This relationship is expressed in two main theorems: 
Theorem 1.1. Let f’ : u + 71 be a group homomorphism which induces an isomophism 
H, (a) -+ H, (n). 7&n fi)r any k > 2, the jMowing three conditions are equivalent: 
(i) f induces an cpimorphism H, (o)/<pk (a) -+ H, (‘rr)/cPk (n). 
(ii) f induces an isomorphisrn 0/q+) -+ nlrkfnj. 
(iii) f induces an isomorphism H2(u)l@k (u) -+ H,(n)&@) and an injection 
H, (oY~~~~+l(~) + M?(n)l~~~+ 1 (n). 
Theorem 1.2. Let A bc an abclian group, and lot 
* ( ) l’A-+C-+7Pl 
be the central extension of n classgicd by the “k-invariant” cy in H 2(n, A) 161. Let 
Cu bc the image oj’ar under the surjection H 2(n, A) + Horn (Hz(n), A) provided by 
the universal coefficient theorem. Then for arlv k 3 2 
It is possible to define the subgroups r&r) for transfinite ordinals k as well as 
for finite ones [ 121. The definition of <f’k(n) then makes ense for arbitrary successor 
ordinals k. IJnlike Theorem 1.1, or indeed almost anything else in this paper, (1.2) 
is valid in this special transfinite case. 
The intuitive content of 1 .l and 1.2 is that $(n) detects all “relations” within 
71 that can be expressed in terms of commutators of length at least k. In fact, it is 
possible to prove a Hopf theorem which makes this precise: if F+ 7r is a surjection 
of a free group onto n with kernel R, then $(n) is natura!ly isomorphic to 
IR fI ~&W[~~Rl f-7 rkm l 
The rest of the section is devoted to proofs. 
Proof of I .I. The proof uses induction on k, and diagram chasing. The statement is 
easy to see for k = 2, in view of the hypothesis on H, (f). Now suppose that findu- 
ces an epimorphism 
H2(u)l~k+l(u)-*H2(n)lcPk+l(n), k22. 
Then fgives an epimorphism &(a)/@&) -+ HZ(n)/@&) and so, by induction, 
actual isomorphisms 
From this, a five lemma argument shows that the map 
@k(o)l*k+ l(o) + *k(“)&+ 1( n is an epimorphism. By the lemma below, there is ) 
a diagram of short exact sequences 
By the five lemma, the map rk(o)/rk+ 1 (0) -+ rk(n)/rk+ l(n) is an isomorphism, and 
thus, by the nonabelian five lemma, so is the map o&+ 1 (a) --+ n/rk+ 1 (7~). This 
shows that (i) implies (ii). The other implications are derived in the same way. Cl 
The above proof made use of the curious 
Lemma 1.3. For an-v group n and integer k > 2, there is a natural short exact 
sequence 
Proof. For k = 2 the proof is easy. For k > 2, the proof consists in chasing an exact 
diagram: 
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Each row or column of this diagram is essentially the low dimensional homology 
exact sequence of an appropriate group extension [121. 
Proof of 1.2. The low dimensional homology exact sequence of the extension (*) is 
4(a-+H2(70-+A +Hl(a)-+Hl(n)-+O. 
A naturality argument shows that the map Hz(n) + A which appears in this sequence 
is just at. This gives a (well-known) proof of 1.2 in the case k = 2. The proof in the 
case k > 2 is in three stages. 
(a) First we assume that Cu vanishes on Q&r) and show that I’&) n A = { 1 J. 
The idea is to exhibit a map of o into a group of nilpotency class dc - 1 which carries 
A injectively. Let the abelian group B and the map p be given as pushouts in the fol- 
lowing diagram : 
Since the left vertical arrow is an injection, so is the map A + B. Now a short dia- 
gram chase using universal coefficient exact sequences and the fact that H,(n) is 
isomorphic to HI (n/r& 1 (n)) shows that there is an element p in H2(a&_ 1 (n), B) 
which projects to the given p in Hom(H2(n/rk_ 1 (n)), B) and restricts to the mem- 
ber of H2(n, B) which is the image of cy under the coefficient homomorphism 
A + B. Thus there is a map of central extensions 
where u’ is the extension of n/I’ k-I(n) classified by p. It is clear that rk(o’) = (l}, 
since u’ is a central extension of a group of nilpotency class G k - 2. Therefore 
rk(o) C kernel (u + 0’). However, since A + B is injective, kernel (u + a’) r7 A = { 1). 
l-, 
A0 rk-#) 
rk to) 4 &) 4 rk_:(n) --) ’ l 
The bottom extension is a central extension, since both A and rk_1(u) are in the 
center of o/l-j&). By naturality there is a commutative square 
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Since A n rk(o) = {l}, the right vertical arrow is an injection. This means that aC 
must vanish on the kernel of the map HZ(n) + H2(n/Q_ 1(n)), but this kernel is 
exactly @k(n). 
(c) Now consider the case of the general extension (*). There is a diagram 
where u’ and u” are the extensions of n classified by the projections of a into 
H2(n, A/A n r&)) and H2(n, A/&(akjn))). The argument of (a) applies to the 
bottom extension, and shows that rk(o) n A c ti(@&r)). The argument of(b) ap- 
plies to the top extension, and gives the opposite inclusion. This completes the 
proof. 
2. Higher Massey products 
This section introduces agroup theoretic interpretation of the Massey product 
structure carried by low dimensional grow;! cohomology and gives a few applications 
of the interpretation. The results of this section are exploited in Section 3 to give 
exact analogues of Section 1 in the mod 93 case. 
Some conventions and definitions are necessary. Let R be a ring with unit. The 
cochain algebra of the group n with coefficients in R, written C*@, R), is defined 
to be the R-dual of the reduced bar resolution of R [n] (see [6, p. 114]), with cup- 
product pairing computed by the Alexander-Whitney formula [6, p. 2411. The 
letter cl denotes the coboundary operator in C*(~T, R). 
Choose classes c11  , .. . , a,* in H 1 (71, R), and suppose that there is an array M of 
cochains 
such that 
(2-l) , tIzi i+l is a representative of O!i, 1 G i < ?I . 
j-l 
(2.2) dmij= C mik U rZ?kj, j+i+ 1 . 
k=i+l 
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Such an M is called a defining system for the nth order Massey product (al, . . . , I?r,,). 
The value of the product relative to this defining system, denoted (~1, .. . , a,JM, is 
defined to be the element of H2(n, R) represented by the cocycle 
(2.3) 5 
k=2 
mik ” jnk,n+l (see [81) l 
The product (a,, . . . , an) itself is usually taken to be the subset of H2(,, R) consisting 
of all elements which can be written in the form (aI, . . . , CY,~>M for some definin? sys- 
tem M. 
Some canonical groups which depend only on the ring R will enter into the inter- 
pretation of these products. The group U(R, n) is the multiplicative group of all 
upper triangular N X n matrices over R which agree with the identity matrix along 
the diagonal. The subgroup Z(R, n) of U(R, n) consists of matrices which are iden- 
tically zero except along the diagonal and at position (1, n). Since Z(R, n) lies in the 
center of LJ(R, n), it is possible to define the quotient group u(R, n) = * 
U(R, @lZ(R, n). 
Note that a group homomorphism $ : n -+ U(R , !I) is given by a component array 
&-- (1 < i < n, i < j < n) of set maps n + R, which satisfy the identities 
These identities how that the particular components #i i+l, called the near-diagonal 
components of C#I, are actually group homomorphisms rr ‘+ R, and thus cohomology 
ciasses in H 1 (n, R). A homomorphism $J: n + &R, n) also has near-diagonal compo- 
nents in H1 (n, R). 
These groups were introduced for the sake of the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.4. Let q, . . . , a,, be elements ofH 1 (n, R). There is a one-one corre- 
spondence M * $M between defining systems M for (a,, . . . , a,,), and group horno- 
morphisms $I : n -+ u(R, n + 1) which have -al, . . . , --a,, as neardiagonal compo- 
nents. Moreover, tar 1 , . . . , cy,,jM = 0 ill H2(,, R) if and only if the dotted arrow exists 
in the folk wing diagram 
,U(R, n + 1) 
/ 
1 
/-&+ C/(R,n+ 1). 
Remark. The group U(R, n + 1) is a central extension of o(R, n + 1) by a group 
isomorphic to the additive group of R. This extension can be pulled back over $M 
to give a central extension of 72 by R. The two-dimensional cohomology class 
(a, , . . . , cQM is exactly the characteristic class of this extension. 
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it 
The proof of 2.4 appears at the end of this section. With the help of the theorem, 
is easy to prove the following result. 
Corollary 2.5. Let f : CI + n be a group homomorphism which induces an isomorphism 
a&+&~) + R/rn+l (n). Suppose that Q E H2(,, R) can be written as (ar,, . . . , a,& 
forsomeaiEH’(n,R)andsomeM. l?zenf*(a)=Oiff cu=O. 
Proof. This follows immediately from 2.4 and the standard fact that rn+, (U(R, n + 1)) 
is trivial. 
For technical reasons (see Section 3) it is sometimes useful to let several coeffi- 
cient groups act simultaneously in a Massey product. To this end, a rank n multippli- 
cative system R (of coefficient groups) is defined to be an array 
R=(Rij:l~i~ntl,i<j~rttl} 
of abelian groups, together with pairings 
which are associative in the sense that, for all meaningful choices of indices, the two 
induced maps 
Rij @ Rjk @ Rkt + Rit 
agree. Given any such array, there are induced cup product pairings 
C*(n, Rij) @C*(77, Rjk) + C*(T, Rik). Here, as before, C*(lr, -) denotes the appro- 
priate dual of the reduced bar resolution, and cup product pairings are to be com- 
puted using the Alexander-Whitney formula 
Given a rank t2 multiplicative system R, clioose classes Cyi E H1 (‘TT, Ri, i+l ), 
1 G i & n, and suppose that there is an array M of cochains 
M={~~rijll ~i~ntl,i<j~n+l,(i,j)f(l,~2+1),mijEC1(n,Rij)} 
which satisfy (2.1) and (2.2). Such an M is called a defining system for the (general- 
ized) nth order Massey product (aI, . . . , anjR. As before, the value of this product, 
relative to M, denoted (q, . . . , a,&, is taken to be the cohomology class in 
H2(n, R1,,,+l) of the cocycle given by (2.3). 
Now let U(R) be the group of arrays 
Crij E Rij, 1 \< i < n + 1, i < j G n + 1) , 
with group operation given by the formula 
Crii) g tr&> = tISij1 
. 
Sij -  rij t rli t ‘c’( P 
k=i+2 
rik @ rijI * 
The groups Z(R) and u(R) = U(R)/Z(R) are defined in the obvious way. As before, 
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the near-diagonal components of a group map n + U(R) or n-+ u(R) are taken to 
be the evident cohomology classes. The following theorem is immediate (in view of 
the proof of 2.4): 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose Cyi E H l(n, Ri,i+l), 1 < i G n. There is a one-one corre- 
spondence M ++ $I~ between defining systems M for (aI, . . . , a,JR and group homo- 
morphisms # : TT -+ u(R) which have -q , . . . . -an as near-diagonal components. 
Moreover, (a, , . . . , cUn% = 0 in H2(,, R I,n+l) iff the dotted arrow exists in the 
following diagram 
Suppose that A is an abelian group. A class cy in H2(,, A) is said to be decomposable 
in terms of rzth order Massey products if there is some rank n multiplicative system 
R with R1,n+1 = A, some choice of classes o!i E H 1 (n, Ri,i+l ) and some defining 
system M for (cq , . . . , &JR such that CII = (a,, . . . , a&‘& The set W(n, A) is defined 
to be the subset of H2(n, A) consisting of all such decomposable classes. By con- 
structing suitable R and M it is not hard to show that an@, A) is actually a sub- 
group of H2(n, A). The following corollary is a generalization of 2.5 and a partial 
dual to 1 .l. 
Coroll,ary 2.7. Let f: u -+ II be a group homomophism which induces an isomorphism 
o/I’,,,l (a) + n&+1 (n). Then for every ab4ian group A, f induces an isomovphism 
@“(n, A) + @‘@, A) and an epimovphism @ll+l(n, A) + @“+$J, A). 
Proof. It is only necessary to note that if R is a rank k multiplicative system, then 
r,@(R)) = rk+l (u(R)) = (1 I* 
The following corollary is an extension of one part of the cup product reduction 
theorem. It again shows that the cohomology filtration introduced here is dual or 
perpendicular to the homology filtration of Section 1. 
Corollary 2.8. Let a(x) denote the Kronecker product oj’the class cy in H2(n, A) 
and the homolog}, classx in HZ(n). 7?len a@) = 0 if ac E V(n, A) and x E @,I+l(~). 
Proof. Let f : IT + n/r,,(n). By 2.7 for any cx in W@, A), there is a class 
ar’E @n(~/Ffl n, A) such that f *(a’) = CY. Pick x E @,1+1fn). Then 
(w(x) = [f * (a’)] (x) = a’(& (x)) =: a’(0) = 0 . 
It only rc:mains to give the 
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Proof of 2.4. If x is an i-dimensional chain of the reduced bar resolution of Z[n] , 
c(x) will denote the Kronecker product of x with the cochain c E Ci(7r, R). Sup- 
pose that M = (mii) is a defining system for (a, , . . . , aJ. Take the Kronecker prod- 
uct of both sides of (2.2) with a basic two-chain [gl 1 g2] (gl, g2 E n) of the reduced 
bar resolution:. 
j-1 
(rr2jk u mkj) (k1I g? 1) l 
Apply the Alexander-Whitney formula, and the formula for the boundary in the 
bar resolution, to get 
where [g] (s E n) denotes a basic one-chain of the bar resolution. Now let @ii = --mij 
and write g for [g]. The formula becomes 
j-l 
- 
These @ij are evidently the components of a homomorphism QM: 7r + U(R, n + 1). 
Moreover, given any homomorphism @ : 7~ --) u(R, n + 1) with -al, . . . , -a, as near- 
diagonal components, it is easy to reverse the above process and construct a defining 
system for ((w, . . . , an>* The proof that tar,, . . . , (Y,,)M = 0 iff @M can be lifted to 
U(R, n + 1) is a standard cochain calculation. 
3. The mod p case 
Let p be a prime number, and let F be the finite field of integers modulo p. The 
purpose of this section is to prove “mod F” versions of 1.1 and 1.2. These modular 
theorems will be stated and proved from a cohomological point of view, partially 
because Section 2 provides an easy way to interpret he Massey products that come 
up in this setting. 
First of all, we need mod F versions of the various filtrations studied in Section I. 
The correct group theoretic notion is the filtration of a group n by its restricted mod 
p lower central series subgroups I’#). By definition, 
where [ ., . . . . .] d eno t es simple commutator and the brackets mean the smallest sub- 
group of ?r containing the given elements. Note that I$(,) is not the most rapidly 
descending central series for rr whose successive quotients are F-modules. 
The proper cohomological filtration will be defined in the language of Section 2. 
Let A be a vector space over F. An element a! in H2(n, A) is said to be decomposable 
over F in terms of kth order Massey products if there is some rank k multiplicative 
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system R of F-modules with R l,k+l = A, some choice of classes ai E H’ (n, Ri i+l ), 
and some defining system M for (aI, . . . 9 ffkjR, such that Q! = (a,, . . . , a&. The set 
G&n, A) is defined to be the subset of H2(,, A) made up of all such Fdecom- 
posable classes. By convention, $(n> = a;@: F). As before, it is not hard to see 
that a:(*, A) is actually a sub F-module of H$r, A), and that 
G&X, A) c @+$r, A). 
The main theorems of this section are 
Theorem 3.1. Let f : o + n be a group homomorphism which induces an isomorphism 
H 1 (n, F) -+ H 1 (0, F ). Then, for k > 2, the following three condition, are equi, alent: 
(i) f induces an injection Qk-l F (“&+ @$-‘(0). 
(ii) f induces an isomorphism o/rk (0) + n/$(n). 
(iii) f induces an isomorphisrn $-I (n) + Itpfi-’ (0) and an epimorphism 
@(n> + 4$(o). 
Theorem 3.2. Let A be an F-module, and suppose that 
* 0 1-+A+a+n+1 
is the ten tral extension of n classified by the element Q in H2(n, A). Suppose that 
s : A + F is a homomorphism, and let s,@) denote the image of cy in H2(,, F) under 
the toe ficient map given by s. Then 
fJ 
(ii) rk (0) n A = n kernel (S) 
0) (3 (CJ) n A) C k ernel (s) * s,(a) E G#- ’ (71) or, alternatively 
where the intersection is taken over all s : A + F such that S&X) E @i$- 1 (n). 
It is possible to prove 3.2 more or less directly from 3.1. 
Proof Gf 3.2. First of all, suppose that A is a one-dimensional F-module, and pick 
s: A -+ F. Assume without loss that s is not the zero map; thus s must be injective, 
and (i) becomes 
&o) n A = (1) ++ s*(a) E $-‘(a) . 
The left hand cydition is equivalent to the statement that the projection map 
o/$@) -+ n/rk (7~) israot an isomorphism. According to 3.1, this map is an iso- 
morphism iff 
(a) If 1 (n, F) + H l(o, F) is an isomorphism and 
(b) @-‘(~) + @km1 ((T) is an injection .
Thus we are reduced to showing that one of these conditions fails iff S(Q) E G&‘(n). 
The low dimensional cohomology exact sequence of (*) is 
0-+Hl(n,F)+H1(a,F)-+Hom(A,F)-tH2(n,F)+H2(~,F). 
The usual argument shows that the map Horn (A, 4’) -+ H2(,, F) takes the homo- 
morphism s to the class S&I). Suppose that S,(CII) E @i-‘(n). Then, since s # 0, 
it is clear from the exact sequence that either (a) or (b) is Mated. Conversely, if
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(a) or (b) fails, then S.&Y) E $$-~‘(Q for some non-zero s : A -+ F, and therefore, by 
the one-dimensionality of Horn(A) F), for all. 
Now consider a gene+ A and non-zero s : A + F. Construct the extension a of 
n by Fclassified by S&Y), and note that there is a map of extensions 
By the above argument, KJO) E @i-l(n) iff F n If(d) = (I}. This last is true, by 
a diagram chase, iff kernel(.s)/(kernel(s) n I1[(o)) does not surject onto 
A/(A n r{(u)). Since kernel(s) is of codimcnsion 1 in the F-module A, this happens 
iff kernel(s) 1 A n If(o). 
There only remains to give the 
Proof of 3.1. The proof that (ii) implies (i) and (iii) is the same as the proof of 2 .S 
or 2.7. It is only necessary to see that if R is a rank rz multiplicative system of 
F-modules, then I”‘{(a(R)) = l$!+, (U(R)) = (I}. 
Now we will show that (i) implies (ii). An elementary argument, using the fact 
that fgives an isomorphism HI@, F) + H* (a, F), shows that the map 
u/@(u) + n/$(n) induced by fmust be an epimorphism. By inducting on k, WC 
can assume that u/K’;_, (a) -+ n/l$‘?, (n) is an ison-.fJrphism. What is left is to show 
that u/K”{(u) + ~/l-‘[(n) is injective. The key to this is 
Lemma 3.3. T/we is a rank k -- 1 ndtiplicativc system R of F-modules ami m 
irrjective group hontomorphisnt @ : u/r[(o) -+ U(R). 
Assume 3.3 for the moment. From the inductive hypothesis it is clear that there is 
a commutative diagram of solid arrows 
n/r[(‘n) - r/(R) 
where R and $ are as in 3.3. By 2.6, the obstruction to finding a dotted arrow which 
would make the lower triangle commute is a class c11 in I)[_ I (n, A ), where A = R 1 ,k . 
Clearly f*(a) = 0 in a” k-I (u, A). By 3.4 below, Q itself is zero. A short argument in- 
volving the fact that f induces an isomorphism Ht (7~, A) + H* (u, A) now shows 
that a dotted arrow can actually be chosen to make both triangles sf the diagram 
commute. Thus since @ is injective, the map o/r;(o) -+ n/@(n) is also injective. 
The proof above used the following 
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Lemma 3.4. Let f be as in 3.1, and suppose that f induces an injection 
@k-l (n) + +k- ’ (o). Then f induces an injection ai-’ (T A) -+ G$-‘(o, A) for an-v 
F-module A. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that d$-‘( n, A) is a functor of n and A, together 
with the fact that any F-module A is a direct sum of a number of copies of F itself. 
Proof of 3.3. Let F [o] be the group ring of u over F, and I C F[u] the augmentation 
ideal. For k > 5, Ik is the kth power of I; by convention, I0 = F [o]. Let y be the 
category of vector spaces over F. Construct a rank k - 1 multiplicative system h of 
Kmodules by setting 
Rij = Horn 9 (liV1 /Ii, Ii-l /Ii) 
and letting the structure maps be induced by composition of homomorphisms. It is 
not hard to identify U(R) with the group of all %maps \II : F [o]/Ik + F [u]/Ik 
which have the property that 9(x) --x E li+l /Ik if x E lj/Ik. Under this identifica- 
tion, the left translation action of u on F [a] gives a homomorphism u + U(R). The 
fact that this induces a faithful homomorphism @: u/$(u) + U(R) follows at once 
from Jenning’s theorem [3, 111 that g E I’:(u) iff (1 -g) E I”. 
4. Applications 
Let CJ be a free group on 11 generators x1 , . . . , x,, and let P be the power series 
algebra over 2 on n non-commuting indeterminates k, , . . . , k,, . Magnus [7] has 
studied the homomorphism q from u into the multiplicative group of units of P 
defined by setting q(Xi) = 1 + ki (1 < i < n). Pick g E u, and write 
q(g)= I +C~(i,,...,ii;g)ki,.**kij. 
The integers p(i, , . . . , $ ; g) are called the Magnus coejflcients of g; the number j is 
called the degree of the Magnus coefficient. A well-known theorem [71 says that 
gE rk(“) iff all the Magnus coefficients of g with degree less than k vanish. 
Let f’: u + 7r be a surjection with kernel p, so that j’is a free presentation of n 
A classical theorem of Hopf gives a surjection p n r2(u) + H2(n), written r l+ (r). 
The following proposition points the way toward Stallings’ conjectured homolog- 
ical interpretation of Milnor’s link invariants 191. We use the convention that the 
image of an element x of n or u in H, (71) is denoted by the same letter. Kronecker 
products are written as in Section 2. 
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that r E p n &(o) for k 2 2. Let cul , . . . , ak be elements 
of H 1 (n) and suppose that M is a defining system for (a, ; . . . , ok). men 
(a, ) . ..) ak)&r})= C(--l)k+l(YI(Xil)“*~k(Xill)C((i~, . . ..ik.r) 
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where the sum is over all k-tuplcs (il , . . . , ik) of integers < n. 
The proof of this, which we do not give in detail, follows directly from the proof 
of 2.4, the definition of the Hopf map, and the following algebraic lemma 
Lemma 4.2. Let o be as above, and suppose that $ : o -+ U(Z. k + I) is a homomor- 
phisrnwithcomponents@j(l <i<k+ l,i<j<k+ l).Letai=@i i+l (1 GiGk) 
, 
and pick r E F&J). Then 
f#$j(r)=O,(i,i)+(l,k + 1) 
where the sum is as in 4.1. 
The Massey product (al, . . . , CQ> is said to contain zero if it admits a defining sys- 
tem M such that (al, . . . , akjM = 0. The following proposition is another direct con- 
sequence of 4.2. 
Proposition 4.3. Let at1 , . . . , a,, be n elements of H 1 (n) such that all kth order prod- 
ucts of the form (Ori, . . . , Qiik) ( 1 \( $ < n) contain zero. Let o be as above, and sup- 
pose that there is a map .f : (J + n such that (f *(ai)) (xi> = 6ij (Kroncckcr delta) 
1 < i, j Gn. Then kernel(f) E Fk+* (0). 
Now suppose that al, . . . , a,, are classes in H 1 (n) with the property that all 
Massey products between them contain zero. Suppose further that these classes arc 
linearly independent, so that there are elementsyr , . . . ,c),, in n with Qi(_JTi) = hii, 
1 < i, j < n. In view of the fact that free groups are residually nilpotent, 4.3 implies 
thatyl, . . . . yn must generate a rank n free subgroup of n. It is curious to note that 
the following similar result can be proved directly in a geometric way. 
Proposition 4.4. Let K be a semi-simplicial complex, and suppose that 
a, b E C 1 (K, Z) are two cocycles which represent linearly independent cohomok~~_v 
classes. Then, if the cup product of a and b vanishes on the cochain level, n 1 (K) 
maps on to a free group on two generators. 
Proof. It is enough to construct a map from the geometric realization of K into the 
one-point union of two circles which induces an epimorphism on H, . The map is 
defined to take each zero simplex of the geometric realization to the basepoint of 
S 1 v S l, and each one-simplex x to a path which winds around the first S * b(x) 
times and the second S 1 a(x) times. The details are routine. 
Another corollary of 4.2 or 4.3 is a criterion for a group to be parafrec in the 
sense of Baumslag. For our purpose a group n is parafree [ 1,133 if there is a free 
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group u and a map f: u + r which induces isomorphisms o/l?~(o) + n/&(n) for 
allk>2. 
Corollary 4.5. A group IT is parafree if and only if HI (n) is free abelian and every 
Massey product of classes in H 1 (n) contains zero. 
Finally, the known identities atisfied by Magnus coefficients [2] together with 
4.1 suggest the following conjecture about general Massey products. For the state- 
ment, let S be the set of positive integers G p +q, and recall that a (p, q) shuff,z is 
a bijection f: S +Ssuch that f(i)< f(i)if i<iandiGp or i>p + 1. 
Conjecture 4.6. Suppose that X is a space, and that aI, -.. , a~~,+~ are odd dimensional 
classes in H*(X). Then, under the usual hypotheses [8] 
OE &If 
f”‘(r)’ l **’ olf-‘(p+q) 
) 
where the sum is taken over all (p, q) shu_ffles f. 
The conjecture has been stated only for odd dimensional classes to avoid introducing 
complicated signs. These shuffle identities eem to be more general than the identi- 
ties studied by May [8] or Krain~:, [S], but they also seem more complicated to 
prove. 
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